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our complete selection of vehicle titles!

Welcome to the 2014 Ultimate Jeep Catalog!

I

t has been almost 6 years since we last published a catalog
and a great deal has changed since then, both at Portrayal Press
and in the military vehicle collecting hobby.

Back in 1980, when Portrayal Press was started, the Internet was just a
glimmer in Al Gore’s eye, surplus vehicles were being sold by the DRMS and
Dennis Spence, Portrayal Press’ founder, was collecting manuals and other
dirty paper on American military vehicles at flea markets and used book fairs.
What started out as a favor for a few collecting buddies grew into a business
that spurred Dennis to launch Military Vehicle Magazine and also help found
the Military Vehicle Preservation Association. Since this modest beginning
in the back of the Spence garage, Portrayal Press has accumulated a huge
collection of information, Military Vehicle Magazine continues to be published
under corporate ownership and the MVPA is working hard to support
collectors and bring new participants into the hobby.
In 2012, with health and age-related challenges, Dennis made the personally
difficult decision to close his business or find a buyer. As fate would have it,
Patrick Tipton was in the process of restoring a 1943 Willys MB and
happened to live very close to the world headquarters of Portrayal Press.
One thing led to another and by January of 2013, Patrick became the new
owner of Portrayal Press. Patrick’s background is media and finance with a
healthy dose of weekend wrench turning (airplanes, motorcycles, tractors,
cars, trucks, etc.). He has long been a student of World War II, so Portrayal
Press represented an opportunity to merge professional skills with a lifetime
passion for these machines. Patrick is also fiercely proud of his country and
grateful every day for the service of thousands of men and women who
have and continue to protect our freedoms and the American way of life.
Portrayal Press was a great personal fit.
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2013 was spent trying to get a handle on the
business, restock, and re-establish relationships
with key vendors. With over 2,500 different
titles to learn it was a genuine Matterhorn.
In 2014, with a massive amount of work to
do, Patrick was joined by Anthony De Lucia, an
old friend who had served in the Army before
going corporate to pay for his “gear head”
passions including motorcycles, firearms and
more. Anthony specializes in “getting things
done” and has significant technical skills to boot.

Anthony (l) and Patrick (r)
on the Tipton Farm

With Anthony on board, he and Patrick have continued the work of updating
inventory and production and most importantly, updating the new website
with an ever-increasing selection of product. They have also created an online
presence through Facebook, Pinterest and Twitter and launched a YouTube
Channel, where they are regularly posting videos on everything from starting a Mule for the first time in 15 years to the easiest way to rivet the front
gussets on a WW2 jeep. Dennis started Portrayal Press by being at the center
of information for the military vehicle hobby and Anthony and Patrick look
forward to continuing this tradition.
This catalog presents what we believe to be the largest selection of books
about the “Jeep” ever presented. Many of the titles are rare and hard to find
out-of-print stock that Dennis purchased years ago that have sat, somewhat
forgotten, in our warehouse ever since. We hope to get them in the hands of
people who will truly enjoy them.
We are actively working on a new catalog for the remaining Portrayal Press
titles that we hope to have out by the end of the year. In addition, we have
several new books coming out in the coming months.
We hope you enjoy the catalog. If you are an Internet user, we encourage
you to “like” our Facebook page and subscribe to our YouTube channel in
addition to visiting us at www.portrayalpress.com. We have lots of great
information to share with your over the coming months and years.
Thank you for your patronage.
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All American Wonder Volume One
(Revised 1993 Edition) by Ray Chowdery
This is one of the granddaddy’s of the WWII
Jeep books and is a great
place to begin learning
about the development
and history of the WWII
Jeep. Although this is
not a “how to” book, it
does contain information that will help you
restore this iconic vehicle. This is a must have
book for anyone who loves the WWII Jeep.
Soft bound, glossy paper, 142 pages
$29.99

#860-7101

All American Wonder Volume Two
by Ray Chowdery
This book picks up where
Volume One leaves off,
with 286 pages of history
and detail on Willys MBs
and Ford GPWs. Includes
detail on production numbers, details on “slat grills”,
accessories, tear-down
reports on the differences between a 1943 Willys
& 1943 Ford and more. A very good reference.
Softcover, glossy paper, 286 pages
$29.99

Amphibious Jeeps in Detail:
Ford GPA, GAZ-46 MAV & SKODA 973
by Frantisek Koran
This is a Wings & Wheels
In Detail publication
intended primarily for
modelers that has good
photographs and information on Ford’s amphibious
WWII Jeep, the GPA and the Soviet copy, the
GAS-46MAV.
Softcover, glossy paper, 71 pages
$39.99

#996-6410

British Airborne Jeeps Modifications &
Markings 1942-1945 by Monica Baan
Excellent reference for the
enthusiast and/or restorer.
Chock-full of great detail
and diagrams on the
Airborne Jeep as adapted
by the British.
Softcover, 50 pages
$19.99

Classic 4x4s Illustrated Buyer’s Guide
by Jim Allen
Excellent pictorial
history of 4 wheel drive.
Includes Jeeps, Dodge,
Mighty Mites, Mules
and more.
Softcover, 224 pages

#860-7209

All American Wonder Volume Three
by Fred W. Crismon
This is the third of the
“All American Wonder”
series. A huge photographic history of the
U.S. Army’s 1/4 ton
truck, from the beginning of the 20th century
through today! Featuring
672 pages of both military and civilian Jeeps
and over 2400 black & white photos along
with a new section with 100 full-color photos,
most of which have never been seen before.
Softcover, glossy paper, 622 pages
$59.99
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#307-1014

$17.99

#480-2995

Classic Jeeps: The Jeep From World
War II to the Present Day by John Carroll
Excellent modern
color photography with
hundreds of pictures of
restored Jeeps, modified
Jeeps and more.
Hardcover, large high-quality
glossy paper, 144 pages
$74.99

#480-8942

#910-6745

Visit us at www.portrayalpress.com

Essential Military Jeep by Graham Scott

Der Jeep by M. Clayton

This is a nice, inexpensive
and well done history
of the WWII Jeep.
Skillful blend of WWII
photographs and color
photographs of modern
restorations.
Softcover, 80 pages

Highly regarded German
language book on the
WWII Jeep. In original
shrink wrap.
Hardcover, 6x9
$79.99

#482-050X

Indestructible Jeep by Denfeld & Fry
Very nicely done history
of the Jeep. A “classic”.
Softcover, 160 pages

$34.99

#093-1215

Indestructible Jeep (Jipe o indestrutivel)
by Denfeld & Fry (PORTUGUESE)
Very nice history of the
Jeep. This version is in
Portuguese.
Softcover, 160 pages

$19.99

#480-9761

Hail to the Jeep by A. Wade Wells
The “original” history
of the WWII Jeep by A.
Wade Wells. Originally
written in 1946, this
120 page softback is an
excellent, nearly contemporaneous account of the
development and production of the G503 Jeep
during WWII. Highly recommended - a “must
have” for any WWII Jeep enthusiast.
Softcover, 120 pages
$14.99

#260-W001

$29.99 #093-1215-PORT

Indestructible Jeep
by Denfeld & Fry (SPANISH)
Very nice history of the
Jeep. This version is in
Spanish.
Softcover, 160 pages

$29.99 #093-1215-SPAN
Convoy of Jeeps, Half-tracks and more.

Call us at 855.339.0382
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Illustrated Jeep Buyers Guide
by Peter C. Sessler

Jeep 1941-2000 Photo Archive
by Peter C. Sessler

This is a well-published,
now out-of-print title
from Motorbooks International. An abundance
of photos covering most
models of the Jeep from
WWII through the 1987
Wagoneer. Nice addition
to your Jeep book collection.
Softcover, 143 pages
$39.99

#480-2775

Jeep 1940-45: Bilder-Daten-Dokumente
by Emile Becker
Original Germanlanguage version of the
Emile Becker classic on
the WWII Jeep!
Softcover, glossy, 6x8,
172 pages
$44.99

Black and white
photographic archive
of the Jeep from 1941
through 2000.
Softcover, 126 pages
$29.99

#379-0216

Jeep 1942-86 by Walter Zeichner
This is a cool history
of the Jeep through
1986. Full of period
advertising and
company photographs.
Chronicles the history
of the Jeep while providing a very interesting
look at the changing face of advertising in the
United States.
Hardcover, 95 pages
$29.99

#717-7298

#114-B001

Jeep Bantam-Willys-Ford 1940-1945
by Emile Becker and Guy Dentzer
We like to joke that at
$60.00, this might be the
most expensive Jeep book
you will ever purchase.
Why you ask? As the
book is written in French,
our sources tell us that a
French girlfriend is the
most practical solution to
truly mastering the material.
For those of us who don’t do French or French
girlfriends, this is still a great book. Full of
pictures and diagrams (many with English subtitles), this is an important reference for students
of the WWII Jeep and includes over 1,500+
illustrations. There are enough English captions
that this should be in the library of anyone who
considers himself a lover of the WWII Jeep.
Softcover, glossy, 6x8, 468 pages
$59.99
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Refurbished G503, likely at NAS, Agana, Guam
circa 1947. Work performed by the Naval
Construction Battalion Detachment 1506.

#114-B002
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Jeep 1942-86
by Walter Zeichner (GERMAN TEXT)
This is a cool history
of the Jeep through
1986. Full of period
advertising and
company photographs.
Chronicles the history
of the Jeep while
providing a very interesting look at the changing
face of advertising in the United States.
German text.
Hardcover, 95 pages
$29.99

#717-7298-GERM

Jeep Cherokee & Comanche Pickups
Performance Portfolio 1984-1991
compiled by R.M. Clarke
Road and comparison
tests, model introductions
and updates, performance
data, specifications
and more.
Softcover, 140 pages
$19.99

Jeep Cherokee & Grand Cherokee 4x4
Performance Portfolio 1992-1998
compiled by R.M. Clarke.

Jeep 4X4 Performance Handbook by Jim Allen
This is a nifty guide to
enhancing the performance of your “universal”
Jeep. As described by
the author, this is not a
“how to” book, but rather
a guide to the types of
performance enhancements that you can make to a Jeep.
Softcover, glossy paper, 192 pages
$21.99

Road and comparison
tests, performance and
technical data, buyer’s
checklist and more for
Jeep Cherokees.
Softcover, 140 pages
$24.99

This is a massive and
comprehensive guide
to restoring your Jeep.
Includes sections on
mechanical repair as well
as performance upgrades.
Softcover, 561 pages

Jeep by Jim Allen

$149.99

#165-4169

Jeep CJ Rebuilder’s Manual 1946-1971
by Moses Ludel

#480-470X

This is a very highly
regarded history of
the Jeep from WWII
through the 1990’s.
Well researched,
with much useful
information.
Original Edition and out of print.
LIMITED QUANTITIES.
Hardcover, glossy paper, 168 pages

#165-4207

$39.99

#117-0370

Jeep CJ Rebuilder’s Manual 1972-1986
by Moses Ludel

#480-7907

This is a massive and
comprehensive guide
to restoring your Jeep.
Includes sections on
mechanical repair as well
as performance upgrades.
Softcover
$39.99

Call us at 855.339.0382

#117-1517
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Jeep CJ to Grand Cherokees
by James Taylor

Jeep CJ5 & CJ7 1976-1986
compiled by R. M. Clarke

Covers the development
and history of the
WWII Jeep through
modern Grand
Cherokees. Comprehensive appendices
cover technical specs, production numbers and
performance figures.
Hardcover, 128 pages
$19.99

Brooklands Series, high
quality reprints of
magazine articles, road
and comparisons tests,
technical data and more.
Softcover, 100 pages
$14.99

Jeep Collection No. 1 1942-1954

#477-0334

Collection of articles on
the WWII Jeep through
the 1954 models.
Softcover, 70 pages

Jeep CJ-5 & CJ-7 4x4 Performance Portfolio 1976-1986 compiled by R.M. Clarke
Interesting contemporaneous account of how
these new Jeeps were
received at the time of
their introduction.
Softcover, 140 pages
$19.99

#165-4185

Jeep CJ-5 Limited Edition 1960-1975
compiled by R.M. Clarke
Collection of magazine
articles on the CJ-5,
including road tests and
more.
Softcover, 96 pages

$19.99

#165-7196

Jeep CJ5 & CJ6 1960-1976
compiled by R.M. Clarke

$24.99
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#165-3549

Jeep Collector’s Library (Revised)
by Jim Allen
This is a very highly
regarded history of the Jeep
from WWII through the
1990’s. Well researched,
with much useful information. Also includes rare
photographs of rare Jeeps
(MA, Bobcat, M606,
V35/U, CJ4, CJ10 and more). Revised Edition.
Softcover, glossy paper, 239 pages
$49.99

#480-9790

Jeep Collector’s Library by Jim Allen

Off road tests, specifications, performance data
and more about the CJ5
and CJ6. 100 pages of
Jeep pleasure.
Softcover, 100 pages
$14.99

#165-0260

#165-0252

Visit us at www.portrayalpress.com

Original printing of this
highly regarded classic.
We have limited quantities available for the avid
Jeep collector.
Softcover, 224 pages
$54.99

#480-4861

Jeep Color History by Steve Statham
Great photographs of
Jeeps from WWII to
modern Wranglers.
Covers forward control
models, utility wagons
and more. Very nice.
Softcover, glossy highquality paper, 128 pages
$21.99

#480-6362

Jeep Genesis: The Rifkind Report
by H. Rifkind
The Rifkind Report has
long been regarded as the
definitive history of the
evolution of the WWII
Jeep. This is a nicely
reprinted version of the
original report. Footnotes have been moved to the end of each
chapter for enhanced readability. This version
also includes approximately 30 photographs,
which help bring the story to life. Highly
recommended.
Hardcover, 9x9, glossy paper, 112 pages
$29.99

G503 and a C-47 Dakota.

Jeep Goes to War (1st Edition)
by Will Fowler
1st Edition. Over 100
excellent photographs
of Jeeps and historical
survey from the early
pre-standardized Jeeps to
M151s and the Humvee.
LIMITED QUANTITIES!
Hardcover, high-quality
paper, 112 pages

#374-4957

Jeep Illustrated Buyer’s Guide by Jim Allen
Detailed history of the
Jeep from WWII through
1999. Includes details on
early civilian Jeeps, M715
and other rare varieties.
Nicely published and
good reference.
Softcover, glossy paper,
224 pages
$79.99

$79.99

#700-4530

Jeep Goes to War by Will Fowler
Over 100 excellent
photographs of Jeeps and
historical survey from the
early pre-standardized
Jeeps to M151’s and the
Humvee.
Large, Hardcover, highquality paper, 112 pages

#480-2990

$59.99

Call us at 855.339.0382

#700-2353
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Jeep ISO Pictorial Series 2 by John Havers
Nifty little ISO Publication from 1987 with
70 mostly unpublished
photos of Jeeps.
Softcover, 6x8,
glossy paper, 52 pages
$29.99

#374-4205

Jeep J-Series Pickups 1970-1982
compiled by R.M. Clarke
Covers Gladiator,
Honcho, J10, J20, J4000
and includes road tests,
driving impressions,
specifications and more.
Softcover, 104 pages

Navy brass testing out high flotation
tires on an unidentified prototype Jeep.
Note the capstan winch on the front.

Jeep In Detail: M38A1 & M606A2
by Koran and Mostek
This book is billed as a
photo manual for modelers, but restorers will find
the pictures very helpful.
Covers the M38A1 and
the M606A2. Good
addition to any collection.
Softcover, glossy-paper, 36 pages
$29.99

$19.99

Jeep Owners Bible by Moses Ludel
This book covers a lot
of territory, including
history, selecting a Jeep,
performance modifications, and some shop
information. First
Edition, printed in 1992.
Softcover, 348 pages

#996-7777

Jeep In Detail: Willys MA & MB
in the First 50 Years of Service
by Koran and Mostek

$74.99

#117-1541

Jeep Pictorial - Jeep 2 by John Havers

This book is billed as a
photo manual for modelers, but restorers will find
the pictures very helpful.
Covers the Willys MA
and MB. The authors
threw in a handful of GPW pictures as well.
Good addition to any collection.
Softcover, glossy-paper, 84 pages
$29.99
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#165-410X

#996-770X
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Revised ISO Publication
from 1988, larger format
with more black and
white photos of Jeeps.
Softcover, 8x9,
glossy paper, 40 pages
$24.99

#374-4701

Jeep Prototype & Concept Vehicles
Photo Archive by Peter Sessler
Photos of experimental
and design studies,
1941-2000. Focus is
civilian, but some
military Jeeps included.
Softcover, 10x8,
126 pages
$29.99

Jeep Wrangler 4x4 Performance
Portfolio 1987-1999
compiled by R.M. Clarke.
Road and comparison
tests, performance and
technical data, buyer’s
checklist and more for
Jeep Wranglers.
Softcover, 140 pages

#379-033X

$24.99

Jeep Service Repair Handbook
by Clymer Publications

#165-4177

Jeep, Jeep, Jeep by Yasuo Ohtsuka
The timeless Japanese
classic. An excellent
reference for the Jeep
enthusiast. This was a
limited print run, so once
the copies are gone, that
will be it!
Softcover, large, 224 pages

Rare and out-of-print
service manual from
Clymer Publications.
This manual is an edited
version of the WWII
Technical Manuals, TM
9-803, TM 9-1803A &
TM 9-1803B. Great
collector piece - very
limited availability.

$199.99

#612-1282

Softcover, 365 pages

Jeep, Jeep, Jeep No. 2 by Yasuo Ohtsuka

$174.99

New reprint of the
timeless Japanese classic.
Now in English with
thousands of pictures of
Jeeps in action during
WWII. Covers Jeeps in
Japan, the GPA, radio,
field ambulance, winter
equipment, Army Air
Corps units, and much more. Hundreds
of combat and test photographs. Another
excellent reference for the Jeep enthusiast.
This was a limited print run, so once the
copies are gone, that will be it!
Softcover, large, 224 pages

#190-2500

Jeep Toute L’Histoire by Jean-Gabriel Jeudy
Neat little French
book on the history of
the Jeep from WWII
through modern
Cherokees.
Softcover, 72 pages
$19.99

#265-2251

Jeep Wagoneer Performance Portfolio
1963-1991 compiled by R.M. Clarke.
Collection of articles,
road tests, specifications
and user reports on the
Wagoneer.
Softcover, 140 pages
$24.99

$29.99

#392-7022

#165-4193

Call us at 855.339.0382
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Jeeps Over the Pacific
by Yasuo Ohtsuka

Jeep: The 50 Year History
by Robert C. Ackerson

Rare collector piece. This
is a high quality photo
book of military Jeeps in
the Pacific theatre during
WWII. Includes both
English and Japanese text.
Many, many pictures. We
have LIMITED QUANTITIES of new-old-stock,
complete with dust-cover. A must have for the
avid Jeep fan — get one while you still can!
Softcover, Large, 184 pages

Nicely researched
and produced book on
the history of Jeep.
Mr. Ackerson focuses
primarily on the post-war
varieties, with excellent
cover of the CJ series,
Wagoneer, Jeepster and
more. Includes interesting sections on corporate
history, including key executives and mergers.
Hardcover, high-quality glossy paper,
323 pages

$124.99

$44.99

#612-039X

Jeep: From Bantam to Wrangler
by Bill Munro
This well illustrated book
captures the history and
traces the development
of the Jeep from its inception in WWII by the
Bantam Car Company
though the creation of the
Jeep brand and modern
variations. Excellent photographs and overall
a nice read.
Hardcover, 192 pages
$59.99

#345-533X

Jeep: The Unstoppable Legend by Arch Brown
This is an excellent history
of the Willys-Overland
Company, its founder
John North Willys and
the development of the
WWII Jeep. Excellent
pictures, wartime advertising as well as post-war production information.
Hardcover, high-quality paper, 10x10, 240 pages
$19.99

#642-8709

#205-3193

Jeep: Mechanical Mule to People’s
Plaything Photography by Henry Rasmussen
Excellent photography
showing military Jeeps,
early civilian Jeeps,
“mudders” and more.
Great, out of print publication by Motorbooks
International.
Hardcover, quality paper, 128 pages
$74.99

#480-2414

Equipment laden Jeep and a casualty of war.
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Jeep: Warhorse, Workhorse & Boulevard
Cruiser by David Featherston

Jeepster & Commando 1967-1973 Road
Test Limited Edition compiled by R.M. Clarke
Road and comparison
tests, technical data and
more on the Jeepster &
Commando.
Softcover, 92 pages

Nice history of the Jeep
with tons of color photographs of all production
models from the WWII
G503 through 1990s.
Nice photographs of
restored MB/GPW and
a Bantam BRC.
Hardcover, glossy paper, 128 pages
$29.99

This book focuses on
civilian and military
Jeeps as they were used in
Sweden from 1941 into
the 1990s. This is a very
high quality, hardbound
book that will last a lifetime. Over 400 pictures.
Hardcover, quality paper, 336 pages

This is a great read about
the author’s journey
with the restoration of a
couple of WWII Jeeps;
a GPA amphibious
Jeep, an M38, accessories and more. Highly Recommended!
Hardcover, quality paper, 71 pages
$39.99

150 pictures and French
text. Nice photos.
Softcover, 160 pages

Jeeps 1941-1945 by Steven Zaloga
This is part of the Osprey
Publishing New Vanguard
Series. Short and sweet
history of the WWII Jeep.
Includes great photos and
cut-away art-work.
Softcover, 48 pages
#525-888X

Jeeps In Detail: Jeep MA, MB, GPW
by Koran and Mostek
Jeeps In Detail: Jeep MA,
MB, GPW, US Armoured
and British SAS Variants
is billed as a photo manual
for modelers, but restorers
will find the pictures very
helpful. Good addition to any collection.
Softcover, glossy paper, 132 pages
$29.99

#297-F001

La Jeep by Jacques Borge

#828-1178

$14.99

#165-4231

Just Jeeps and Such by Bill Frederick.

#480-1840

Jeepen i Sverige (The Jeep in Sweden)
by Stig Edqvist

$74.99

$19.99

$29.99

#092-0134

La Jeep by Jean-Gabriel Jeudy (FRENCH TEXT)
Excellent photo essay on
the WWII Jeep by well
known Jeep authors Jean
Gabriel Jeudy and Mar
Tararine. Emphasis is on
WWII Jeeps plus a bit
of development history and later varieties.
Nice addition to your Jeep library. French
text version.
Hardcover, 271 pages
$44.99

#265-1190

#966-6275

Call us at 855.339.0382
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Jeeps being readied for shipment,
presumably at a factory.

La Jeep Dans Tous Ses Etats (The Jeep
in Every Possible Condition) by G. Hardier
The Jeep in Every Possible
Condition or How to
Restore Your Jeep.
French text with English
translation. Beautifully
illustrated with color
photographs detailing the
Jeep restoration process.
Hardcover, high-quality
glossy paper, 144 pages
$29.99

Military Jeeps 1941-1945 by T. Richards
Compilation of historic
magazine articles on the
MB/GPW and early
Bantam. Nice value!
Softcover, 100 pages

$17.99

Motorized Mail by James H. Bruns
Illustrated historical encyclopedia of U.S. Postal Service
vehicles. From motorcycles
to big highway transports,
city and rural, Jeeps, armored
trucks, experimental vehicles
and more. Black and white,
National Archive photos
with some color.

#346-2369

Military Jeep 1940 Onwards (Ford,
Willys and Hotchkiss) by Pat Ware/Haynes
This book is described as
an “Enthusiasts’ Manual”
and that is exactly what
it is. Combining a brief
history with sections on
operation, restoration,
markings and more,
this book covers a lot of
territory. There are more
comprehensive titles on most of these sections,
but Pat Ware has done a nice job of compiling
the essential information in once place.

Softcover, 252 pages
$24.99

#415-4853

Off Road Jeeps Civilian & Military
1944-1971 (ORIGINAL EDITION)
compiled by T. Richards

This is a “cliff notes” book on the WWII Jeep
and will get you off to a great start. Note,
although the publisher is known for producing
shop manuals, this is NOT A SHOP MANUAL!
Hardcover, 160 pages
$29.99
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#165-9610

#345-9335

Compilation of articles
about civilian and
military Jeeps including a
nice history on the WillysOverland Co. Original
edition.
Softcover, 100 pages
$34.99

Visit us at www.portrayalpress.com

#165-9831

Off Road Jeeps Civilian & Military
1944-1971 compiled by T. Richards
Compilation of articles
about civilian and military
Jeeps including a nice
history on the WillysOverland Co.
Softcover, 140 pages
$24.99

#165-9831A

QUARTER TON by Pat Ware
The Story of the Quarter
Ton 4x4 Utility (Ford
& Willys Jeep, Austin
Champ, Land Rover
Series 1) in British
military service, 19411958. Impressively
illustrated.
Hardcover, quality paper, 220 pages
$44.99

Only in a Jeep
by Jean-Gabriel Jeudy & Marc Tararine

#928-6324

Beautifully produced
French language book that
covers the development of
the WWII Jeep into the
modern family of vehicles
known as Jeep. Lots of
excellent photographs.
Hardcover, large, high-quality glossy paper, 192 pages
$39.99

#451-1829

Pre-Standardized Jeep by David Doyle
Part of the “Walk
Around” series from
Squadron Signal. Nice!
Softcover, 80 pages
$19.99

#808-5808

Preproduction Civilian Jeeps
by Frederic Coldwell
This is a great reference
documenting the
somewhat mysterious
history of the Jeep as it
transitioned from military
service into the first
production CJ-2A.
This is a must have for
Jeep lovers. Over 275 rare photographs.
Softcover, glossy paper, 173 pages
$74.99

#916-3900

Call us at 855.339.0382

Lubricating a slat grill.
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Rare WWII Jeep Photo Archive
1940-1945 by Mark Askew

Selling All American Wonder
by Frederic L. Coldwell

Over 600 black and
white, wartime photos
of rare versions of the
iconic G503 Jeep.
Includes early versions
(Bantam BRC, Willys
MA and Ford GP), radio Jeeps, armored Jeeps,
VIP’s in Jeeps and more.
Softcover, large format on high quality,
glossy paper, 149 pages

This is a nice compilation
of consumer ads produced
by Willys Overland
Company for the WWII
Jeep, including their battle
to obtain exclusive rights
to use the design post war.
Includes the Federal Trade
Commission decision awarding rights to the Jeep
name to Willys. Nicely printed on glossy stock.
Softcover, large, glossy paper, 102 pages

$24.99

#392-7014

$29.99

Rare WWII Jeep Photo Archive Follow On
No 1 by Mark Askew
Follow-on to the original.
More wartime photographs, this time of the
“Jeep Halftrack” T28 and
the TUG 6x6 Jeep. Over
150 rare B&W and 200
color photographs – nice
addition to any collection.
Softcover
$24.99

#860-725X

The Jeep (Olyslager Auto Library)
(1st Edition)
Excellent history of the
WWII Jeep with great
photographs. Includes
GPA and Jeep halftrack. First Edition.
Hardcover, 64 pages
$59.99

#938-2643

The Jeep (Olyslager Auto Library)
(Revised Edition)

#392-7065

Excellent history of the
WWII Jeep with great
photographs. Includes
GPA and Jeep halftrack. Revised Edition.
Hardcover, 64 pages
$59.99

#938-7780

The Jeep by Jean Gabriel Jeudy

Water-cooled Browning .30 Caliber with
dash mount. Note the dash mount
blocked access to the glove compartment.
Some jeeps were modified by cutting the
glove compartment door at approximately
2/3 width to the door to clear the
machine gun mount.
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Excellent photo essay on the
WWII Jeep by well known
Jeep authors Jean Gabriel
Jeudy and Mar Tararine.
Emphasis is on WWII Jeeps
plus a bit of development
history and later varieties. Nice addition to your
Jeep library. This is the English language version.
Hardcover, 277 pages
$44.99

#345-5844

Visit us at www.portrayalpress.com

The Jeep U.S. Quartermaster Corps
(The Rifkind Report) by Portrayal Press
This is an unlabeled reproduction of the original Rifkind
Report on the development of
the WWII Jeep. Includes editing marks and notes. Not a
great reproduction, but interesting because of the editing notes
from the original manuscript.
Softcover, 5x8, 199 pages
$19.99

#620-R001

The complete history of
one of America’s favorite
vehicles, from WWII
through the 1990s.
Includes detailed profiles
of all models, from the
first Army Jeeps to today’s
Grand Cherokees and
Wranglers.
Over 275 photos.
Softcover, 252 pages
$49.99

The Military Jeep Model MB-GPW
by Lawrence Nabholtz (Original Printing)
This is an excellent reference on the WWII Jeep.
Lots of pictures and
information on production changes. This book
is organized by year and
by manufacturer (Ford/GPW & Willys/MB).
This is the 1st Edition. They are long out of
print, individually numbered and highly collectible. We found a handful of original versions
tucked away in the corner of our warehouse.
NOS Nabholtz! LIMITED QUANTITIES!
Softcover, 62 pages
$99.99

The Story of Jeep by Patrick Foster

#489-N003

#415-5647

The Wartime Jeep 1941-1945
in British Service by Gavin Birch
Excellent book on the
history of the WWII
“Jeep” in service with
British Forces. Excellent
wartime photographs and
nice quality production.
Worldwide coverage.
High quality photos on
high quality paper.
This book is out of print and quantities are
extremely limited. Recommended.
Softcover, glossy paper, 224 pages
$49.99

#392-709X

The Standardised War-Time Jeep
1941-45 by John Farley

Trouble Shooting and Rebuilding the
T-84J Transmission by Robert Notman

John Farley’s original
photo essay documenting
changes to the WWII Jeep.
An excellent reference for
both the Willys MB and
Ford GPW. As the author
describes in the forward,
the book attempts to
document the manufacturing and production changes, some monthby-month, using over 400 original photographs.
This is the green, 2002 edition. Quantities are
limited and this edition is out of print.
Softcover, large, high-quality glossy paper, 224 pages

This book shows you how
easy it is to re-build your
T-84J transmission - and
perhaps help you decide
if it’s a job you should
take on or leave to a pro.
Packed with pictures. Lots
of great resources on the
Web, but its still nice to have an analog guide!
Softcover, 149 pages

$199.99

$19.99

#501-N002

#392-7030

Call us at 855.339.0382
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Wartime Jeeps by Graham Scott
This is a nicely researched
and photographed history of the WWII Jeep.
Contains information on
Ford, Bantam and Willys
prototypes, production
Jeeps and special versions
including the GPA (amphibious Jeep), the
“half-track Jeep” and the MT-TUG.
Hardcover, high-quality paper, 120 pages
$39.99

#347-3375

Whatever Became of the Baby Austin by
John Underwood
Classic, out-of-print
history of Bantam, the
company that launched
the Jeep. Illustrated.
Softcover, quality, textured
paper, 44 pages
$74.99

#659-U001

Winter and the Willys MB/Ford GPW
edited by Robert Notman
Very nice collection of
technical publications and
the author’s experience
driving the WWII Jeep in
extreme cold conditions.
Includes articles from
Army Motors as well as
heater kit instructions.
Out-of-print, but we have a supply for the
lucky few!
Softcover, 76 pages
$39.99

#501-N001

WWII Jeep in Action by David Doyle
Part of the Squadron
Signal “In Action”
series. Nice, easy read
with great pictures.
Softcover, 48 pages
$19.99

#808-5853

Spraying registration numbers on a slat grill Jeep.
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MANUFACTURER’S PARTS & MAINTENANCE MANUALS
(1941 THRU EARLY 1943)
TM 10-1206 Change No. 6, dated February 1,
1942. Willys MB Illustrated Parts
Covers Contract DA-W-398-QM-189
88 pages
$24.99

#TM10-1206

TM 10-1207 Change No. 4, dated February 1,
1942. Willys MB Maintenance Manual
Covers Contract DA-W-398-QM-189.
136 pages
$24.99

#TM10-1207

Slat Grill pulling a Bantam Trailer.

TM 10-1207 Change No. 3, December 1,
1941. Willys MB Maintenance Manual
for Contract W-398-QM-10757
Covers U.S.A. Registration Numbers:
W-2031575 to W-2047574 & W-2047614 to
W-2050213. 136 pages
$24.99

#TM10-1207/12-41

Covers Contract W2425-QM-648 & W374ORD-2862, U.S.A. Registration Numbers:
20364863 to 20443316. 103 pages
#TM10-1348

TM 10-1349, Change No. 1 dated March 30,
1942. Ford GPW Maintenance Manual
Covers Contract W398-QM-11424, U.S.A.
Registration Numbers: 20100000 to 20163145.
136 pages
$24.99

#TM10-1349

Covers Contract W303-ORD-2529,
U.S.A. Registration Numbers: 20298626 to
20364862. 93 pages
$24.99

TM 10-1348 Change No. 1, dated March 10,
1942, Ford GPW Illustrated Parts

$24.99

TM 10-1512 Change No. 1 dated January 15,
1943. Willys MB Illustrated Parts

#TM10-1512

TM 10-1513, Change No. 1 dated May 15,
1942. Willys MB Maintenance Manual
Covers Contract W-398-QM-11423, U.S.A.
Registration Numbers: 2073506 to 2078606.
136 pages plus Russian Supplement
$24.99

#TM10-1513 (42)

TM 10-1513, Change No. 1 dated May 1,
1943. Willys MB Maintenance Manual
Covers Contract W-2425-QM-650/W-303ORD-2529, U.S.A. Registration Numbers:
20298626 to 20364862 & 204433117 to
20458966. 142 pages
$24.99

Call us at 855.339.0382

#TM10-1513 (43)
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STANDARIZED ARMY MAINTENANCE & PARTS MANUALS
FOR ALL MB & GPW (1941-1945)
The Complete WW2 Military Jeep Manual
This manual was never published by the U.S.
Army, but we think it should have been. We
combined the 3 primary manuals on the WW2
Willy’s MB and Ford GPW into one easy to
reference volume. Includes TM 9-803, Operation and Maintenance, TM 9-1803A, Engine
Rebuild and TM 9-1803B, Power Train, Body
and Frame. We also included the important
Change 1 for TM 9-803, and added an excerpt
from TM 9-1826A covering the rebuild of the
Carter WO carburetor. 544 pages
$29.99

#MJC

TM 9-803 Operator & Maintenance

TM 9-1803B Power train rebuild, body,
and frame
High quality reprint. 148 pages
$24.99

#TM9-1803B

Standard Nomenlature List G503
Issued January 1944. This is the most complete and informative WW2 jeep parts book
Includes both ORD 7 G503 and ORD 9
G503 in one volume. Illustrated. Includes large
photos of special kits. 300 pages
$44.99

#ORD789/503/44

ORD 9 SNL G503, 1945 Edition

Two versions:
1944 Edition. These are the “real” McCoy,
genuine U.S. Army issue and printed by the
U.S. Printing Office back in 1947. We found
these originals in storage in Belgium and
brought as many as we could get back to our
warehouse. 242 pages

Complete Illustrated Parts. 283 pages

$79.99

ORD 8 SNL G503, 1951 Edition

#TM9-803-ORG

Our reprint of the 1944 Edition
$34.99

#TM9-803-PP

Change One to TM 9-803. Supplement. High
quality reprint. 51 pages
$8.99

$48.99

#ORD9G503/45

ORD 9 SNL G503, Final 1949 Edition
Complete Illustrated Parts. 330 pages
$44.99

#ORD9G503/49

Complete list of parts for G503 (no
illustrations). Includes revised part numbers.
299 pages
$54.99

#ORD8G503/5

#CH-8O3

TM 9-1803A Engine rebuild
Everything you need to know about rebuilding
a “godevil” engine. High quality reprint.
77 pages
$19.99

#TM9-1803A

Change One to TM 9-1803A. Supplement.
2 pages xerox
$1.99

#CH-1803A
We wish our 1943 MB looked like this one!
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ORD 8 SNL G503, 1944 Edition

ORD 7 SNL G503, 1951 Edition

Higher echelon spare parts & equipment
for G503 (no illustrations). 140 pages

Common spare parts including armament.
99 pages

$28.99

$15.99

#ORD8G503/44

ORD 7 SNL G503, 1944 Edition
Organizational spare parts & equipment
for G503. Includes tools, armament.
16 pages
$6.99

#ORD7G503/44

#ORD7G503/51

OSPE-503 Organizational spare parts &
equipment, 1943 Edition
35 pages
$18.99

#OSPE503

EXTRAS
LO 9-803 Lube chart, varnished reprint

TB ORD 621 Tandem Hitch

This lubrication order describes the recommended daily maintenance for the “Truck, ¼ Ton”.

Installation and use of tow bar for MB/GPW.
$11.99

#TBORD621

$2.99

Capstan Winches

Carter Carburetor 539S
Complete excerpts from TM 9-1826A on the
Carter WO carburetor 539S used in the MB/
GPW. Includes excellent illustrations.
$13.99

#EX-539S

We put together excerpts from numerous
technical manuals and magazines on the U.S.
Army Capstan Winch used in the Jeep, GPA,
Weasel and more. Installation, operation and
parts listing.
$14.99

Carter Carburetor 539S
Reprint of Carter prepared specifications and
parts listings for WO used in the MB/GPW.
Some illustrations.
$2.99

#CC950S

MWO ORD G503-W7
This booklet describes one correct method of
converting a WW2 jeep electrical system from
6 to 12 volts. 29 pages
$11.99

TB ORD 92
5 gallon Liquid Container Bracket –
Installation in Wheeled Vehicles. This is the
technical bulletin covering the installation of
the standard WW2 gas/water can holder on
most vehicles. 11 pages
$6.99

#TBORD92

#620-CAPS

#MWOG503/W7

Instructions for Unpacking & Assembly
of Boxed Vehicle
(MKD, medium knock-down). If you have
ever dreamed of that Indiana Jones moment
where you find a “jeep in a crate”, these instructions will help you put it back together when
you finally do. Published by Willys.
7 illustrated pages
$3.99

Call us at 855.339.0382

#MB-MKD
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TB 9-1859-8

Arc Welder Kit

Technical Bulletin containing Time Schedule
Guide for Repairs on G503. This publication gives
suggested labor times for common jeep repairs.
19 pages on 10

Instruction manual for installation on
MB/GPW. 20 pages

$6.99

Willys TUG

#TB9-1859-8

Winterization Equipment for Willys MB/
Ford GPW
New high quality reprint of parts listing of
Engine Heater installation parts. Windshield
defroster installation parts, hard-top closure
kit, etc. This publication is not illustrated.
Published 1952.
$4.99

#W249-4

Special Canadian foreword to U.S.
Army’s TM 10-1207
(Willys MB Maintenance Manual) Caution:
Published in Canadian. 5 pages
$4.99

$11.99

#HARGER

Special supplement on Rare 6x6 tug version of
Willys MB. 16 pages. 1943.
$11.99

#1513TUG

12 volt Generating System (PTO Driven)
for Radio Jeep
Published by Willys and U.S. Army. 4 pages
$3.99

#1513-GS12

Radio and 12 volt, 55 amp Generator
Installation (PTO Type)
U.S. Navy. 12 pages
$4.99

#A-15434

#M440-W1

Deep Water Fording Equipment for MB
This is a U.S. Navy publication covering kit
MX-735/MR. Bring your own snorkel.
15 pages
$5.99

#MX-735

How To Order
Best Method
Go to our website, www.portrayalpress.com and create a user account. Select your product
and go through the checkout process. We accept Visa/Mastercard/Discover/Paypal.
Be sure to enter the promotion code “2014 Catalog” and receive FREE shipping on all orders over
$25.00 in the Continental U.S through November 15, 2014.

Phone Order
Give us a call at 855-339-0382, 8:00 am to 5:30 pm EST, Monday thru Friday.
We will get you taken care of.

Mail
We are still a little old school in some things and will accept mail in order forms. Fill in the order form
on the opposite page and mail it to us at the address on top.
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ORDER FORM

1 Broad Street, Suite 944
Branchville, NJ 07826
www.portrayalpress.com
Toll-free: 1-855-339-0382

Fax: 212-656-1121

Name

Email

Address

Method of Payment:

City

Visa

Check

Mastercard

State

Credit Card#

Zip/Postal Code

Expiration Date

Telephone

Name on Card (if different)

Number

Manual #/Stock #

Vehicle/Description

Credit Card

Discover

Security Code

Price

Total

				
				
				
				
				
				

Subtotal		
Sales Tax (NJ Residents only) @ 7%
Shipping		
Shipping and Handling
We accept Visa/Mastercard/Discover & PayPal. We accept personal checks.
USA - Lower 48
Up to $24.99 purchase: $3.99 S/H
$25.00 - 49.99 purchase: $6.99 S/H
$50.00 - $99.99: $11.99 S/H
$100.00 and up purchase: S/H is FREE!
ALASKA, HAWAII, CANADA & OVERSEAS - Call or email us for actual rates.

Total		
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Please visit our website for
complete product selection!
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Nabholtz
The Military Jeep
Model MB-GPW

Jeeps Over
the Pacific

Jeep Bantam-WillysFord 1940-1945

Many rare and collectible titles

JUST JEEPS catalog

1 Broad Street, Suite 944
Branchville, NJ 07826

Call us for info on our new “Armor-Tuff ”
shop series manuals coming soon!
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